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ON MINIMAL SPANNING SYSTEMS OVER

SEMIPERFECT RINGS

By

Yutaka Kawada

A ring A is called semiperfect in case
^4/rad

A is semisimple and idem-

potents lift modulo rad A, or equivalently, every finitelygenerated right (resp.

left) yl-module has a projective cover, which is uniquely determined up to A-

isomorphism (Cf. Bass [4]). The main purpose of this paper is to refine a

version of Warfield [11] concerning Auslander-Bridger duality.(Cf. [2] and [3])

In Section 1, we first define a minimal spanning system for a finitely

generated right (resp. left) yl-module M (^0), and show that these minimal

spanning systems of M have the properties analogous to bases of a finite-di-

mensional vector space over a field.

To more exact description of minimal spanning systems of M, in Section 2

we shall use a restricted matrix theory over A which is called the fit matrix

theory, and show that any minimal spanning system of M is obtained from the

one by applying finitelymany times of "elementary substitutions".

Next in Section 3, for a finitelypresented non-projective right (resp. left)

/1-module M, we shall define a relation matrix R of M, and by means of R

provide characterizations of the properties that M(EmodFA (resp. modP.4op) in

the sense of Auslander and Reiten [3] (Cf. [2] and [11]), and that M is in-

decomposable.

Finally in Section 4, we shall consider the following condition:

(TSF) The number of all the isomorphism classes of "top-simple" right A-

modules is finite.

Then we shall show that, in case A satisfies(TSF), A has only a finite

number of two-sided ideals. It should be noted that representationfinite artinian

rings satisfy(TSF).

Throughout this paper, A is a semiperfect ring and rad A denotes the

Jacobson radical of A, and also e, f, et,fj, gk and hi mean always primitive

(and hence local) idempotents of A.
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1. Minimal spanning systems of finitelygenerated modules.

An element u in a right (resp. left) A-module M is called right (resp. left)

local if u ―ue(resp. u = eu) for some e. Throughout this paper we shall treat

only right (or left)local elements in M. A finitesequence consisting of right

(resp. left)local elements in M will be always expressed in the form of a row

(resp. column) vector.

Let M(^0) be a finitelygenerated right ^4-module. Then, without loss of

m p
generality, we can express a projective cover of M in the form: c etA -･>MA

■i=1

(Cf. Mueller [9]).

Definition. In the above, keeping the order of Indices, (/>Oi),･･･, p{em))

is called a minimal spanning system (abbreviated m. s.s.) of MA. Here m is

uniquely determined by MA, and so we define ra=rank MA.

This denomination is justifiedby the considerations below:

Definition. (ui=uiei^A/!A＼i=l, ■■■, m) is called a spanning system of MA

m
if M= S utA.

Definition. (ui-―UieiG.MA＼i=l, ･■■,m)is called right /1-linearly independent

if the following condition is satisfied:

(*) (Ml, ･･･, uA ＼
)=0

with

Then we have the next lemmas.

a

a

1 ＼
TO

TO /

0>

＼am )

m
c ^(radA).

t=i

Lemma 1.1. Let Ma(^O) be finitely generated, and Ui = Uiei(i=l, ･･･, m)

elements of M. Then, (uu ･･■, um) is an m.s.s. of M if and only if (uu ■■■, um)

is a spanning system of M and is right A-linearly independent.

m
Proof. Define a map p : 0 eiA-^MA by putting p{ei)-―Ui{i―＼, ･■■, m).

i =i

Then p is a projective cover of M if and only if p is an epimorphism and

m
Ker pd 0 6i(rad A), which proves the lemma.

Lemma 1.2. Let M^(^O) be finitelygenerated, and (Ui=Uiei i=l, ■■■, n) a

spanning system of M. Then we can choose its subsequence (uiv ■■■

as an m.s.s. of M.

ut )(m^n)
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Proof. Casting out, in turn, redundant elements (as a spanning system of

M) from (iii,･･･, un), we get at last an irredundant spanning system {uiv ･･･,

uim) of M. The irredundance of {uiv ■■■, uim) as a spanning system of M

implies the right ^4-linear independence of (u^, ■■■, uim). Because, assume that

m
2 uikaik=§ with aik^eikA{k ―l, ･･･, m), and further that a^g^rad-d). Then,

since efl(radi4) is the unique maximal (proper) submodule of etlA, we have

ailA=eiiA, and so there is an element b in Aeil such that ailb=eil. Then we

m
see uix―― S uikdikb, which contradicts the irredundance of {uiv ■■■, uim).

Therefore {uiv ■■■, uijn) must be right yl-linearly independent. Thus the proof

is completed by Lemma 1.1.

Accordingly, for a spanning system (uu ■■■, un) of M, it becomes an m.s.s.

of M if and only if it is "minimal" as a spanning system of M, in a sense that

any proper subsequence of it is no spanning system of M.

Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 show also that an m. s. s. of MA has the properties

analogous to a basis of a finite-dimensional vector space over a field. However

it is invalid that, to a given right yl-linearly independent system (ui = Uiei<^

MA＼i=l, ･･･,I), we may always get an m. s. s. of M by adding some elements

in M

Example 1. Let A be the trivialextension of R by C; A=RmC, where

R and C denote respectively the fieldof real numbers and of complex numbers.

Then A is a commutative local artinian ring, and ((0,1),(0, i))is right A-

linearly independent in A, but rank AA=l.

More strongly than (*), we may also define as follows:

Definition. (ui=Uiei^MA＼i=l, ･･･, m) is called right /1-independent if the

rnnHil-innhpln＼xric cnficfip>rl･

(Mi, "･ , Um)
1

m
In this case, S

1=0 with I

■ml ＼

UiAtst
m
RetA

am ＼ 0 /

Lemma 1.3. Let MA(^0) be finitely generated. Then M is projective if

and only if an {and every) m. s.s. of M is right A-independent.

Proof. Trivial.

As for left ^-modules, we need later similar definitions;e. g.
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Definition. Let AM(=t0) be finitely generated, and
me Aet^*

(p(*l) ＼

jective cover of M. Then, keeping the order of indices, ＼

m. s.s. of AM. In this case we further define m―rankAM

AM a pro

is called an

Definition. ＼ui―eiui^AM ＼i―＼,■■■,m) is called left ,/i-linearlyindependent

if the following condition is satisfied:

(*')

1U1 ＼

(fli, ･･･, am)＼ :

＼≪J

m
―0 with (au ― , am)^RAei=$

i =l

m
(fli, ―, am)ec(radi4)ei

2. Fit matrix theory.

In Sections 2 and 3, we shall treat only matrices of the restricted form,

which is as follows:

(I) mXn matrices P=(pij)i,j with pi^etAfj for every (i,j), where m,

n, eiil^i^m) and fj(l<Lj?^n) are arbitrarilyvariable.

(II) Matrix addition is defined only between matrices of the same type in

the sense of (I); that is, mXn matrices P=(pij)ij with pi^etAfj and Q =

(Qij)ij with qijZEeiAfj.

(III) Matrix multiplication is defined only between an IXm matrix P―

(Pij)i.j with pijtEdAfj and an mXn matrix Q=(qjk)j,k with qjk<=fjAgk. It

should be noted that between P and Q common //s(/=l, ･■･, m) appear in the

same order. These products are sometimes called the fitproducts.

(IV) Scalar multiplicationis not defined. However, an mXn matrix P =

(Pij)i,j with pij^etAfj is regarded either as PeHonu! (J)fjA, c eiA) or as

PeHom^f c Aeu c ^/,). So, in spite of (I) and (III),we shall allow the (fit)
＼t=l 7=1 /

products in the forms

i

The

for

matrix

0

V a

1
＼ n m
g$/^ and (alt ･･･, am)P for (alt ･■■, am)(E

c Aet

n I j=1

theory composed under the restrictions(I )-(IV) is called the fit

matrix theory over A, which appeared partly in the literatures,(e. g. [9])

First of all we begin with the definitionbelow.
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Definition. An nXn matrix P=(piJ)iJ with pij^etAfj is calledinvertible

if there exists an nXn matrix Q~(gji)j,iwith q^^f jAet such that

PQ-{＼)and QP=(f＼)

In this case, Q is uniquely determined by P, and so we define Q―P~＼ Also,

the diagonal matrices above appeared are called nXn identity matrices.

Remark. Let an nXn matrix P=(pij)i:j with pij^etAfj be invertibie,

and assume that etAfj=giAhj for every i and j{i,j=l, ･･･, n). Then we have

readily GE=E, EG = G, FH=F and HF=H, where by E,F,G and H we denote

respectively nXn identity matrices (dijedi.j,(dijf^ij, (8ijgi)i.jand (dijh})ij.

Therefore, if Q is the inverse of P=(pij)i,j with pi^etAf h we see that HQG

just becomes the inverse of P = (pij)ij with pi^giAhj.

Then wTe have readily the next.

Lemma 2.1. Assume that P and Q are invertible matrices and the product

PQ is defined. Then PQ is invertible and (PQ)-1=Q-1P~1.

Definition. An element a<=eAf is calledinvertlble if the 1x1 matrix (a)

is invertible.

As is readily seen, a<=eAf is invertible if and only if dGeAf'＼g(radA)f.

Now by the analogy of matrices over a field,we want to define elementary

matrices.

Definition. The three kinds of n X n matrices below are called elementary

matrices, where en(l<i, j^n) denote the ordinary matrix units and fiil^i^n)

are arbitrarilyvariable.

(EM 1) pn{j,k)=

(EM 2) 8n(j; a)=

2 fiZa+fjSjk+fktZkjU^k) and its transposelpnU, k)

HfiSu + aSjj with a^fjAgj＼fj(radA)gj
i*3

(EM 3) Tn(j, k ; a)=
n
IZJiZu + aZjk with a(EfjAfk(j^k).

Obviously every elementary matrix is invertible and its inverse also becomes

an elementary matrix.

For an raXn matrix P=(piJ)i j with pi^etAfj, we can define elementary

column transformations on P, which are induced by multiplications of elementary

matrices (except '"pnij, &)) from the right. In particular, applying in turn
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elementary column transformations to P such that P^O mod (ei(rad A)fj)i^,

we get at last the reduced column echelon form P=(pij)i,j', that is, there is

an increasing sequence l^ix<i2< ･･･<zr^m(l^r^n) such that pik,k~eik, pikJ

=O(j=tk) for each k(k = l, ･･･,r) and that pi^radA whenever (i,j) belongs

to one of the following:

{i<iu ;^1}, {ik-i<i<ik, j>k}(k--=2, ■■■, r) and {i>ir, j^r + 1].

By using this fact we have the next.

Proposition 2.2. An invertible matrix is expressed as a product of a finite

number of elementary matrices.

Proof. Under the same notations as above (together with m―n), let P be

an invertible nXn matrix, and P its reduced column echelon form. Then P is

expressed in the form:

P=PE1-Et,

where Ek(l^k^t) denote elementary matrices, and hence by Lemma 2.1 P is

an invertible matrix. On the other hand, P must be the identity matrix

; otherwise, r<n and so pa<=radA for every (z,_/)e{^l, j'^r + 1},
＼ en J

and consequently P~XP is no identity matrix, a contradiction. Thus P ―Et1 ■■･

E＼l, which proves the lemma.

Turn next our attention to finitelygenerated right A-modules.

Definition. Let MAO0) be finitely generated, and let (uu ■■■, um) with

iii=Uiei(i=l, ■■■, m) be an m. s. s. of M. Then the three kinds of substitutions

below are called elementary substitutions in MA.

(ES 1) transposition: interchanging Uj and uk(j=£k).

(ES 2) dilatation: replacing u} by u}a with a^eiAgj＼ei{1c&d.A)gj.

(ES 3) transvection: replacing uj by Uj+uka with a<BekAej(j^k).

These are realized by multiplications of elementary matrices pm(j, k),

dm(j; a) and tm(k,j; a) respectively from the right. Hence we obtain the

following.

Theorem 2.3. Let (uu ■■■, um) and (vu ■■■, vm) be given two m.s.s.'s of a

finitelygenerated module MA. Then the one is obtained from the other by apply-

ing finitelymany times of elementary substitutionsin MA.

Proof. Assume that (ux, ■■■, um) and (vu ･･･, vm) are determined respec-
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m p vi p'
lively by the projective covers 0 etA -> MA and 0 f

5A -+
MA. Then by the

1 = 1 j=l

uniqueness of projective covers of M there is a commutative diagram below:

me
e*A

Defininion. Let R=

set further R=(ru ■■■, rn)

■irtJ

■

(

"
＼l

)i

jA

)

p

p'

MA

MA}

where P = (pij)i,jwith pi^eiAfj must be invertible. Since p(et)

―Vj, we have readily

Hence the theorem follows from Proposition 2.2.

Finally we shall come back to the fit matrix theory over A.

,･with ra^eiAfi be an mXn matrix (^0) and

Then we define respectively

column rank R=rank
n / m ＼

SrJcSa, and

.7= 1 ＼ i = l /

m / n ＼
row rank R=rank 2 Ast (C 0 4/,)

i=i ＼ j=i /

Obviously column ranki?=£row rank R in general.

Now the followingis a directconsequence of Lemma 1.2

Lemma 2.4. Let R=(r1} ･･■, rre)=

s

sm

)

be an mXn matrix (=£0).

Then column rankR=t if and only if there exists a subsequence {rjy, ■･■, rjt)

n
of (rl3 ■■･,rn) such that it becomes an m. s. s. of S r^. Similarly,

row rank R~r if and only if there exists a subsequence t{sil,■■■, Sir) of

m
＼si,･■■, sm) such that it becomes an m.s.s. of 2 Ast.

Moreover, these ranks remain invariable whenever we multiply R by in-

vertible matrices. Namelv.

Proposition 2.5. Let R = (ri})itjwith ru^eiAfj be an mXn matrix (=£0)

and let P and Q be invertible matrices. If the product PRQ is defined, then we

In/71i/O
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column rank PRQ=column rank R, and row rank PRQ= row rank R.

Proof. We have only to show the first equality. Set now R―(ru ･･･, rn]

and assume column rank R―t. Then by Lemma 2.4 there is an m. s. s. (rjv ･･■,

n
rjt) of 2M- Since the other rJk(t-＼-l<k<n) becomes a right ^4-linear com-

bination of (rjv ･■･, rjt) by Lemma 1.1, there is a tX(n-t) matrix B such that

At first noting that PR=(Pru ･■･, Prn), (PrJt+1, ･･･, PrJn) = {PrJV ･･･, Prtt)

B and that, since (r,^, ･･･, rJt) is right ^4-linearly independent, (PrJv ･･･, Prjt)

n
is so, we get at once an m. s. s. (Fr;i, ･■■, Pr;-) of J](Prj)A. This shows

column rank PR ―t.

To show next column rank RQ=t, by Proposition 2.2 we may assume

thatQ is an elementary matrix. However the right ^4-module 2 VjA remains

3=1

invariable, as a whole, by applying an elementary column transformation to R.

Hence from the definition of column ranks it follows that column rank RQ=t.

Thus the lemma is proved.

Example 2. Let dZ)F be a division ring extension such that ＼_Ar: F~＼=2;

that is, Ar=rRdor. Set now respectively

A=
＼o r

01=

( )

＼0 0/

02 =

/O 0

＼0 1

Then A is an artinianring with rad A―

2iV22. For the next 3x4 matrix:

/O
1＼

} "= o o)

/O
A

Vo o/'

0 do＼

0 0/

and we see u ―e^ue^ and v=

0i 0 0 0

R= 0 e2 0 0 ,

0 0 u v

we get column rank R=A but row rank R=3. Further remark thatthe sequence

consistingof its column vectors is right yl-independentand also that the

sequence consistingof its row vectorsis left^-independent.

3. Relation matrices.

We begin with the definition of relation matrices.
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Definition. Let MA be a finitelypresented non-projective module, and let

(**) below denote a minimal projective presentation of M:

(**)
n yi m yo
c fjA ― * c 2iA ―>MA ―> 0 (exact),

.7= 1 t =l

where p0 denotes a projective cover of M and tx induces a projective cover of

Ker p0. Set now />1(/_7-)=r-7-=l =1. ･･･ n). Then the raXn matrix R=

{rij)i,j with r^eei(radJA)/^ may be regarded as an m. s. s. of Ker p0, which is

called the relation matrix of MA associated with (**).

In this case, of course (r1} ･･･, rn) is right yl-linearly independent, and further

(1)
･

an I

･( ･■) / fll
＼

for every ; e c /^4

For another minimal projective presentation (**') of MA, we get the follow-

ing commutative diagram:

n Pi m fin
RJjA ―-―>gM ―-―≫ MA 0 (exact)

(**') Q-'ll

A , . Pi

'1*

m
≫MA > 0 (exact),

whence we have the next.

Lemma 3.1. Let MA be a finitely presented non-projective module, and R a

relaton matrix of M. Then every relation matrix of M is expressed in the form:

PRQ, where P and Q denote invertible matrices.

Taking now yl-duals of (**), we get

(#*#)
m Pi n Q
0 Aet ―> c Afj ―> Coker p,* -≫･0 (exact),

where p1*=HomA(pi, A) and q denotes the canonical epimorphism, and it follows

readily that

m
(2) pi*(alf･･･, am)=(fli, ･■･, am)R for every (au ■■■, am)e 0 Aet.

n
Hence Imj&i* is a finitelygenerated module (=£0)contained in 0 (rad A)f,-,and

so q is a projective cover of Coker/>i* and Coker/h* is a finitelypresented non-

proiective left ,4-module.
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After Auslander and Reiten [3], we shalladopt the next:

Definition. MA<=modPA implies that MA is finitely presented and that

MA has no projective module (^0) as its direct summand. Similarly ^Me

modpAop is defined.

Such a property can be characterized by the fit matrix theory over A.

Theorem 3.2. Let MA be a finitely presented non-projective module, and

Sm

)

the relation matrix associated with (**). Then the conditionsbelow are

equivalent to each other.

(i) MA(^modPA.

(ii) £(si,･･･, sm) is left A-linearly independent.

(iii) (***) expressed above becomes a minimal projective presentation of

Coker pi*.

In these cases,further R also becomes the relationmatrix of Coker px*

associatedwith (***); that is,Coker p^―TrMA(^vaodpAop after Auslander and

Reiten [3].

Proof. ( i ) & (iii)is well known (Cf. [2] and [11]).

( i )<=>(ii): To prove this, we have only to show that MA<£modPA if and

only if row rankR<m. Assume firstMA=NAQ)LA with a projective module

s a m p
LOO). Let @ gtA-> NA{l^s<m) and @ gtA ~ L^ be the projective covers

t=l i=s+l
m

of NA and LA respectively. Then we have a projective cover of MA: R gtA
i=l

―> MA, and since Ker o-0io=Ker <rc c ^i/l the relationmatrix R' of Ker <70do

is of the form : n ), i.e. row rank R'<m. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1

we see R'=PRQ with invertible matrices P and Q. Therefore row rank R=

row rank Rr <m by Proposition 2.5.

Conversely assume row rank R<m. In view of Lemma 2.4, by applying

elementary row transformations to R we may reach to an matrix R'= ＼n)

(l<s<ni). By Proposition 2.2 there is an invertible matrix P=(pij)ij with

pij^giAej such that R'―PR. Considering the commutative diagram below:
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$J,A

Rf,A

Pi

Pi

m p
0 eiA ―-―> MA ≫0 (exact)
^

■

I

§giA ―^― M4 0 (exact),

R' is an m. s. s. of Ker/>0'.

Na = Po'(

So set respectively

(BgiA)
i=i /

and LA =pA c giA)

＼i= s+i /

131

Then, since there follows Ker po'a §giA from the form of R', we have readily

MA=NA@LA and c gtA^LA; thatis, MA($modPA

(ID $=$(in): To Drove this, we have onlv to show that row rank R―m if

n
and only if Ker p^d 0 //rad .4). However this is obvious by (2). Thus the

proof is completed.

It should be noted that, in case M^GmodDy4 with a relation matrix R =

(rlf ■■■, rn)=l

MA

Si

Sm

)

we may regard as:

m n
{BetA/-ErjA and TrMA=

n m
cA/VIMs*. (Cf. [11])

Remark. If MA is a finitelypresented non-projective module with a IXn

relation matrix R, then obviously MA is indecomposable and so MA(=modPA.

The following is useful to construct indecomposables, which is also observed

Corollary 3.3. Let MA be

an mXl relation matrix R ―

p.ar.hother.

a finitely Presented non-troiective module with

(

■

■)

Vml)
Then the conditions below are equivalent to

( i ) Ma is an indecomposable module.

(ii) MA(^vaodpA

(iii) ＼rlu･･■, rml) is left A-linearly independent.

Proof. We have only to prove the equivalence (i)<^(ii).To do so, we first

awnmp that Ma is rier.omnnser!such as*
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MA=NA@LA (A^O and L=£0).

s a m, p
0 gtA -+ NA (lSs<m) and 0 gtA -> L4 respectively the projective
i=l i=s+l

covers of AT and L. Then 0 gtA ―> MA becomes a projective cover ot M,

Since top (Ker oQ)p) is simple and since Ker a^p^Ker c0Ker p, we have

eitherKer<r=0 or Kerio=0; thatis,eitherof N and L must be projective;

i.e. MA£modPA.

Conversely, if MA£modPA then evidently M is decomposable. Thus we

obtain the corollary.

Next we want to characterizethe indecomposabilityof modules in modPA

by using theirrelationmatrices. For thispurpose we need the next.

Definition. An nXn matrix T=(tij)ij with tij^eiAejis calledidempotent

if T2=T.

Lemma 3.4. Let T=(tu)i,j with tij^etAej be an nXn matrix. Then T is

idempotent if and only if there exist an invertible nXn matrix P=(pjk)j,k with

pjk^gjAek and a diagonal nXn matrix

D=

＼
0

"o /

(O^s^n) such that T=P~lDP.

Proof. We have only to prove the only if part. Let T be an idempotent

n
matrix which is neither zero matrix nor identity matrix, and set MA= 0 e*A

Then, since TeEnd MA we have

MA=TM^(E-T)MA,

/01 ＼
where E denotes the identity matrix '-. . Hence TM as well as (E―T)M

is finitely generated projective, and so we get theirprojectivecovers below:

RgjA-2i+TMA (l<s<n) and

3―1

c gjA^u(E-T)MA
j=s+l
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Therefore there is an

Set further
＼ g

invertible matrix P such

.

)

that P-1

133

=<tc/o : (BgjA^MA

=(ffu "･ , On)- Then, for any / (1^/^s) we have P 1gi

(ETM and hence TP-1g3=P-1gJ because T2=T; i.e.

PTP-'gj^gj for every / (j=l, ･･･, s).

On the other hand, for any j (s+ l^;^n) we have P~lgj^{E―T)M and hence

TP-^=0; i.e.

PTP^g^O for every / (/=s + l, ･･･, n).

Consequently it follows that

PTP'^igx,->&≫ @> -.°)=

I8＼ ＼

0

which proves the lemma.

The following will be applied, in fact, to connected semiperfect rings. (Cf

[12])

Theorem 3.5. Let MA be a module in rrvodpA and R an mXn relation

matrix of MA (m^2 and n~2t2). Then MA is indecomposable if and only if the

condition below is satisfied: (°) // TR=RS for non-zero idempotent matrices T

and S, then both T and S must be identity matrices.

Proof. We shallprove that MA is decomposable if and only if thereexist

"proper"idempotent matricesT and 5 such thatTR―RS, where proper matrices

mean that they are neitherzero matrices nor identitymatrices.

Assume first that MA is decomposable; i.e. M=M1^MZ, and let 0 giA-^Mt

i = l
m p

(l<s<?n) and 0 giA ―> M2 be the projective covers of M^ and M2 respectively.

i=s+l

Since Kera^O and Ker p=£0 by the assumption that MA^modPA, we get

further the projective covers of Ker a and Ker p; i.e

add 0 hjA-+K.erp

Then the sequence below:
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0 hjA > 0 gtA > MA ->0 (exact)
j=l i=l

becomes a minimal projective presentation of MA. Let R' be the relation matrix

of MA associated with the above. Then we see easily

"- with R^O and Rt=t0,

where i?x and R2 denote respectivelyan sxt matrix and an (m―s)x(n―t)

matrix. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.1 there are invertiblematrices P=

(Pkdk.iwith pki^gkAet and Q=(qn)jA with qn^f jAhi such that R'=PRQ, and

hpnrp

lR

＼0

Take now the diagonal mXm (resp.

/ §1

＼

＼

0/

Multiplying PRQ by Dx (resp.

rJ

nXn) matrix below

resp. D2=

D2) from

＼0

the

°)

0

/*･ ＼

h,

0

left (resp. the right), we have

=PRQD2,

whence it follows immediately that (P-'D^R^RiQD^Q-1).

Conversely, assume that there exist proper idempotent matrices T and S

such that TR=RS. Then, by Lemma 3.4 T and S are expressed respectively

in the forms:

T=P~1D1P and S^QD.Q'1,

where P―{pki)k,iwith pki<=gkAei and Q―{qji)j,iwith q^fjAhi are invertible

matrices, and where
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n - *'

＼

＼

＼

0

/

0

/

(l^s<m)

(l^*<n)
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Therefore we have D1(PRQ)=(PRQ)D2, whence it readily follows that

PRQ=[

＼O RJ

where Rx and R2 denote respectively an sXt matrix and an (m ―s)X(n ―t)

matrix. Considering now the commutative diagram below:

(**')

Pi

Pi

m

p

e

i = l

＼l

giA

> MA > 0 (exact)

p*
MA > 0 (exact),

PRQ is the relation matrix associated with (**'). From the above form of PRQ

it readily follows that

whence we have

R giA)@Ker p'on( c giA)

i=l / ＼i=s+l /

Hence MA is decomposable.

Accordingly we have proved that MA is indecomposable if and only if the

conditionbelow is satisfied:
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(=') If TR = RS for non-zero idempotent matrices T and S, then either of T

and S must be an identity matrix.

But, by the assumption that MA<^modPA, if S (resp. T) is the identity matrix

then T (resp. S) must be the identity matrix. Because, if R ―TR with a proper

idempotent matrix T―P'^D^P expressed above, then PR^D^PR)^ f j and

row rank PR―m by Proposition 2.5 and by Theorem 3.2, a contradiction.

Similarly, if R ―RS with a proper idempotent matrix S=(?D2Q"1 expressed

above, then we are again led to a contradiction. Thus the proof is completed.

4. Semiperfect rings satisfying (TSF).

As is well known, in a representation-finiteartinian ring its two-sided

ideals constitute always a distributivelattice(Cf. [6]), and so from the repre-

sentation theory of distributive latticesit follows that the number of its two-

sided ideals is finite(Cf. [5]).

In this section we want to show that such a property holds good under

a weaker condition than the above. We firstadopt the next.

Definition. A right ,4-module M is called top-simple if top MA is a simple

module.

Then, as was stated in the introduction, we consider the following con-

dition:

(TSF) The number of all the isomorphism classes of top-simple right

.4-modules is finite.

Theorem 4.1. Let A be a semiperfect ring satisfying (TSF). Then A has

only a finitenumber of two-sided ideals.

Proof. First of all,by Morita equivalence we may assume that A itself

is a basic ring, and let

k=i

be the decomposition of 1 into pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents. It

should be noted that eiA^ejA only if i=j. We shall distinguish two steps.

Step 1. AIAdradA.

Let us set F={AIA | /crad.4L At first remark that, for each / In F.
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ekA/eJ (k―1, ■■･, t) are not isomorphic to each other; because, top ekA/eJ~

ekA/ek(rad A) (k=l, ■･■, t) and they are not isomorphic to each other. Secondly

remark that, for any (/, /) (/=£/) in FxF, there exists at least one, say k

(l^Lk^Lt), such that ekA/ekI^ekA/ekJ; because, if ekA/eJ^ekA/ekJ for every k

(k = l, ■■■, t) then

lA/nA=RekA/ekIttRekA/eJ=£A/nA and so /=/
k=l *=1

a contradiction.

Now, for a right .4-moduIe M, denote by {MAJ the isomorphism class of

MA, and set respectively

G={lekA/ekIJ ＼l£k^t, I^F) and s=#G.

Then by the assumption (TSF) and by the firstremark we have t^s<oo. For

each [M4]gG we shall assign a natural number / (1^/^s); that is, there is a

bijection <p:G2^{1, ･･･, s}.

To count #F we shall define the map (p: F-+{1, ■■･, s}co as follows:

^(/)=((p([e1>l/e1/]),- , <p(.letA/etI})) for each /gF.

By the second remark (p becomes an injective map. From the firstremark

again it follows that

#F£sPt<oo.

Step 2. aIaCLA.
t

Set now H={AIA ＼IdA}. For each /in H, since /= S eklek+ S eJej, we

can express it as follows:

/
= 2 ekAek+Ir＼rad A ,

keA

*=1 i*i

where A―A(I)={k ＼ek^I,l^k^t), and thisexpressionis uniquely determined

by /. Since /AradAeF we can concludethat #H^2＼Pt<oo. Thus the theo-

rem is proved.

The next willbe requiredto illustrateexamples later.

Lemma 4.2. Let m and n be right ideals contained in e(rad ^4). Then, eA/rn

zzeA/n if and only if there exists an invertible element a in eAe such that

n=nm.

a
Proof. Assume firstthat eA/m 2^ eA/n. By the uniqueness of projective

covers, we get the next commutative diagram:
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0 ―> m ―* eA ―> eA/m ―> 0 (exact)

0 ―> n ―> eA ―> eA/n ―> 0 (exact);

that is, there is an invertible element a in eAe such that n=am. Hence the

only if part is proved. Whereas the if part is obvious, and thus the lemma is

proved.

Example 1. (Already appeared.) A=RxC. The number of the two-sided

ideals of A is infinite, but that of the isomorphism classes of its two-sided

ideals is finite.

Example 2. (Already appeared.) A=(j* ,) with [Jr:T]=2. As for

(TSF), in view of the structure of A the following right ideals L A with

O^deJ only give rise to discussion. But, for such two right ideals (

and
/O dz

＼0

dlF＼

0/

A there is an invertible element ( 2 * j in e^Ae^ such that

V 0 0/

course, the

(jj dirQ)=Q d2rQ).
Hence by Lemma 4.2 A satisfies(TSF). Of

number of the two-sided ideals of A is five

Example 3. (Rosenberg and Zelinsky [10])

Let F be a field and K=F(xx, x2, ･･･)the rationalfunction fieldin countably

infiniteindeterminates xlf x2, ･･■over F. We define the ring monomorphism:

K^-K by a(Xi)―xi+1 (i=l, 2, ･･･) and a＼F=lp. Further define the K-K-

bimodule N as follows:

KN―KK and NK is defined by n*k = no(k) for n<=N and &<=K

Let then A be the trivial extension of K by A^; i.e. A=KxN. A is a

local left artinian ring, but is not right artinian, and A has only three two-

sided ideals. But A does not satisfy(TSF), which is shown as follows:

Obviously [rad^l]4=(0, NK). So if ,4/(0, m)≪4/(0, n) for m* and nKcNK,

then by Lemma 4.2 there exists an invertible element (k, n) (k^Q) in A such

that (k, n)(0,m)=(0, n); i.e. n=&m, and hence dim mK=<iimnK. But, since

[_NK: K~＼= ＼_K:c(i^)]^>^0, there exist right if-submodules nti of A7^ such that

dim [mi]if=/ (f=l,2, ･･･)■ Accordingly, by Lemma 4.2 4/(0, m*) 0"=l, 2, ･･･)

are not isomorphic to each other.
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